Plagiartwork [plagiạ:rtˈwərk]
“…is an artistic technique that involves the
deliberate transformation of existing works and the
procurement of materials found in a non-restorative
or inanimate state.”
We often feel inspired to recycle and
re pur pose materials that we have
previously purchased, lost, found, and
encourage ourselves to “make the best of
what’s around”.
We are convinced that it is in our collective
interest to preserve, care, and also
thoroughly enjoy what is present for not
only our own well being but also for the
sake of future generations.
Our hope in echoing this belief through
our artistry and the way we chose to create
these conversation pieces, is that they
ultimately will convey a message of global
care and appreciation.
The title "Plagiartwork" for this specific
technique was coined in 2015 during a
conversation in Gothenburg between artist
duo Angle & Dawn and a for mer
ac quain tan c e. Wh en s pec ifi ed th e
technique resembles a family tree of
artistry.

The Tree Veterinarians…
… was created in collaboration between Angle &
Dawn with inspiration, contributions and support
from numerous sources (listed to the right). For all
experience shared, wisdom passed on and help
provided, we are eternally grateful.

How to specify “P L A G I A R T W O R K”
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Original artwork “En hjältes död”, N. Forsberg 1888
Reproduced artwork, C.G. Wadell ca 1890 - 1907
Reprinted by unknown
Fallen tree, unsigned
Photograph of autumn leaves, Angle
Black branches, unsigned
Oak tree, unsigned
Birches (2 to the right), unsigned
Birches (2 to the left), unsigned
Broken glass bubbles from Michelle Rosell
Broken glass (bottom right), Fåglaviks Glasbruk 1874 - 1980
Stones (right corner), unsigned
Hand crafted glass leaf (bottom right) from Cross Media Dalarna
Hand crafted glass leaf (top right) from Cross Media Dalarna
Photographed by Angle 2019
Digital edits by Dawn 2019

Re-prints are available for purchase in three sizes. Prices inkl. VAT, paymet processing and
packaging. For each print purchased in A2 or A3 from the plagiartwork series, a tree is
planted through the Isha Foundation.

